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Abstract

1. Introduction

Computer systems often fail due to many factors such as software
bugs or administrator errors. Diagnosing such production run failures is an important but challenging task since it is difficult to reproduce them in house due to various reasons: (1) unavailability
of users’ inputs and file content due to privacy concerns; (2) difficulty in building the exact same execution environment; and (3)
non-determinism of concurrent executions on multi-processors.
Therefore, programmers often have to diagnose a production
run failure based on logs collected back from customers and the
corresponding source code. Such diagnosis requires expert knowledge and is also too time-consuming, tedious to narrow down root
causes. To address this problem, we propose a tool, called SherLog, that analyzes source code by leveraging information provided
by run-time logs to infer what must or may have happened during
the failed production run. It requires neither re-execution of the program nor knowledge on the log’s semantics. It infers both control
and data value information regarding to the failed execution.
We evaluate SherLog with 8 representative real world software
failures (6 software bugs and 2 configuration errors) from 7 applications including 3 servers. Information inferred by SherLog are
very useful for programmers to diagnose these evaluated failures.
Our results also show that SherLog can analyze large server applications such as Apache with thousands of logging messages within
only 40 minutes.

1.1 Motivation

Categories and Subject Descriptors
ging]: Diagnostics
General Terms
Keywords

D.2.5 [Testing and Debug-
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Many applications require high reliability and availability [23]. Unfortunately, software failure is a major contributor to system down
time and security holes. As software systems have grown in size,
complexity and cost, it has become increasingly difficult to deliver
bug-free software to end users. As a result, many software failures (including crashes, hangs, incorrect results and other software
anomalies) occur during production runs.
Besides software defects, administrator errors are another major cause for system failures because, being human, administrators usually make mistakes when performing configuration related
tasks. A recent study [29] has shown a significant fraction (48.6%)
of failures in enterprise networks are caused by mis-configurations.
When a system fails in production run, regardless of the root
cause (software bugs, mis-configurations or even hardware faults),
support engineers and programmers are frequently called upon to
diagnose and solve the issue within a tight time schedule. Since
such errors directly impact customers’ business, vendors make diagnosing and fixing them as the highest priority. In order to provide
timely solutions to users, vendors often devote extensive time and
human resources, which often results in high supporting cost to
solve end user’s problems. In addition, it also causes interruption
on on-going effort to develop new features or products.
To solve a product-run issue, support engineers1 first need to
understand what have happened during the failure run in order
to narrow down the root cause. The best solution to achieve this
is of course to reproduce the failure in house. Much effort has
been conducted in system and hardware support for reproducing software failures on uni-processor and multi-processors, including TTVM [30], R2 [24], DMP [17], Kendo [38], FDR [46],
BugNet [36], VMWare [43] , just to name a few.
Unfortunately, despite the above applaudable effort in failure reproduction, in reality, many circumstances make such failure reproduction impossible or forbiddingly expensive. First, customers’ privacy concerns can make failure reproduction infeasible. For example, financial companies will not be able to release their databases
to vendors to troubleshoot a problem. Even an ordinary desktop
user may feel uncomfortable to send back Microsoft their inputs
1 Note that most tier-2 or tier-3 support engineers are software engineers
who have designed and developed the released software.

typed into a browser before a crash. Second, it is hard to have the
exact same execution environment (including hardware, network,
third-party application layers, OS or library versions, etc.) as what
customers have due to resource or license constraints. Third, how
to provide a low-overhead logging mechanism for failure reproduction on multi-processors is still a challenging open research problem [19, 35, 46].
In industry, the common practice in case of failure is that customers send vendors logs that are generated by the vendor’s system,
and such logs are the sole data source (in addition to their source
code) to troubleshoot the occurred failure. Based on what are in the
logs and source code, engineers manually infer what may have happened, just like a detective who tries to solve a crime by connecting all seemingly unrelated on-site evidence together. Therefore, to
resolve a production run failure quickly, it typically requires experienced engineers to manually examine logs collected from customers. In some difficult and urgent cases, customers allow vendors
to provide a newer instrumented version to collect more detailed
logs, especially at the suspect code locations after support engineers’ first round of log analysis. Such handshakes usually can iterate a couple of times, but not more because it requires customers’
close collaboration, and can distract customers away from attending their own core business. Therefore, each iteration of the log
analysis needs to be effective to quickly zoom into the right root
cause within only a few round of interaction with customers.
1.2 A Motivating Example
Even though human intelligence still greatly exceeds machines’,
there are a few tasks, especially those dull and tedious ones, that
machine automation have done excellent jobs in offloading from
humans. It not only saves time and human cost, but also provides
better accuracy and more comprehensiveness. Failure diagnosis is
a such task.
Let’s consider a real world failure example in rmdir of GNU
core utilities version 4.5.1. Executing rmdir -p with a directory name ended by slash will mistakenly cause the program to
fail. When executing rmdir -vp dir1/dir2/, where dir1/ and
dir1/dir2/ are existing directories, the buggy program only removes dir1/dir2/, without removing dir1/ as it should have.
The log produced by rmdir contains the following text (we
number each message for the convenience of our description):
rmdir: removing directory, dir1/dir2/ [msg 1]
rmdir: removing directory, dir1/dir2 [msg 2]
rmdir: ‘dir1/dir2’: No such file or directory [msg 3]

Figure 1 shows the highly simplified code of rmdir.c. If
the -p option is specified, empty path will be set to 1, causing
remove parent to be called after removing each argument directory, which will remove all the super directories along the hierarchy. Line 5-24 of remove parent shows the loop that removes all
the super directories. In each iteration, path moves one level up
along the directory hierarchy by removing all the characters after
the last slash of the current directory’s path. The error is triggered
when initially path ends with a trailing slash, so the first iteration
will simply remove the last slash, resulting in the same directory
which has just been removed in line 50 in main. The fix is simply
to remove all the trailing slashes before entering the loop starting
at line 5 in remove parents.
While the root cause may sound simple once known, it was
a “mystery” the first time this failure is reported and being diagnosed. The only information available is just the log messages. By
examining the logs and the corresponding source code, an engineer may find that code statements r1, m1 could generate the first 2
messages, and r2, m2 generate the third message. However, simple
combinatorics would indicate a total of 8 combination possibilities,

and different combinations would take engineers to different paths
for narrowing down the root cause.
However, by conducting a deeper analysis, we can find out
that six of the eight paths are infeasible because they are selfcontradictory; and only two paths, namely {m1, r1, r2} or {m1,
m1, m2} are remaining for the next step of follow-up. For example, {r1, r1, r2} would not be feasible because it implies m1 not
being executed, which requires verbose not being set, contradictory with the constraint for r1 to be executed.
In addition, to diagnose a failure, engineers often need to know
more than just log-printing code locations. Specifically, they may
need to know what code has been executed and in what order,
i.e., the execution path, as well as values of certain variables. As
log messages are generally sparsely printed, there may be tens
of thousands of possible paths that lead to the same log message
combination (Examples in Section 2). Engineers would need to
manually reason about what code segments and control flows must
have been executed (referred to as Must-Path) and what may have
been executed (referred to as May-Path).
Unfortunately, above analysis is usually beyond human’s manual analysis effort as it is a tedious and repetitive process, with
each step requiring examining its constraints and also checking
them against existing assumptions for feasibility analysis. Many
other real world cases are much more complicated than the simple example shown here. Many logs contain hundreds and even
thousands of messages, and each message can provide some information about what could have happened in the failed production run. Not all possible combinations are feasible, it requires a
non-trivial, lengthy analysis to prune those infeasible ones and sort
those “must-have-happened” and “must-not-have-happened” from
“may-have-happened”. Such analysis results would provide engineers useful clues to narrow down the root cause. Later sections
will show more real world failure examples that are caused by either software bugs or mis-configurations.
Therefore, it is highly desirable to use an automated log inference engine to automatically infer from the available data (logs and
source code) on what have happened in the failed production run
before narrowing down the root cause. This is exactly the objective
of this work.
1.3 Current State of the Art
Most existing work on log analysis focus on using logs to classify
errors or group similar failures into the same class, or automatically
detecting recurring failures that match to some known issues [3, 8,
14, 27, 47]. For example, Windows Error Reporting system [22]
and the Mozilla Quality Feedback Agent [34] automatically collect
raw failure information (e.g. core-dumps and some heap data). It
still relies on manual effort from the developers to inspect these
runtime information to diagnose the error.
So far, few work has been conducted to automatically infer from
both logs and source code to find out what have happened during a
failed execution.
1.4 Our Contribution
In this paper we present SherLog, a postmortem error diagnosis
tool that leverages logs as starting points in source code analysis
to automatically infer what must or may have happened during a
failed execution.
To be general and practical, we have the following design goals:
• No need to re-execute the program: For practicality, our tool
only assumes the availability of the target program’s source code
and logs generated from failed executions. These two assumptions are quite reasonable as diagnosis are done by programmers
themselves and it has been a common practice for customers to
send product logs back to vendors. For example, most storage

1 remove_parents (char *path)
2 {
3 char *slash;
4
5 while (1) {
6
slash = strrchr (path, ’/’);
7
if (slash == NULL)
8
break;
9
10
/* Remove any characters after the slash, */
11
slash[0] = 0;
12
13
/* printing out removing. */
14
if (verbose)
15
error (0,0,_("removing directory, %s"), path
); //r1
16
17
fail = rmdir (path);
18
19
if (fail) {
20
...;
21
error (0,errno,"%s", quote(path)); //r2
22
break;
23
}
24
} //end while
25
return fail;
26 } //end remove_parent

30 main (argc, argv) {
31
...
32
while (optc = next_commandline_option ) {
33
switch (optc) {
34
...
35
case ’p’:
36
empty_paths = 1;
37
break;
38
case ’v’:
39
verbose = 1;
40
break;
41
...
42
}
43
}
44
45
for (; optind < argc; optind++) {
46
char* dir = argv[optind];
47
if (verbose)
48
error (0,0,_("removing directory, %s"),
dir); //m1
49
50
fail = rmdir (dir);
51
52
if (fail)
53
error (0,errno,"%s", quote(dir)); //m2
54
else if (empty_paths)
55
remove_parents (dir);
56
} //end for
57 } //end main

Figure 1: Simplified rmdir.c source code. Bold statements are statements which print out console log messages.

vendors can collect failure logs from more than 50-75% of their
customers [15, 28, 37].
All inference are performed statically using path- and contextsensitive program analysis and a satisfiability constraint solver
to prune infeasible combinations. This also allows our tool applicable to even system code such as operating systems for which
dynamic debugging is very cumbersome and challenging.
• No assumption on log semantics: For generality, our work assumes no semantic information on logs. For example, our tool
does not know which log message is a configuration parameter, etc. It simply treats every log message as a text string to
match against source code. Every match provides a “hint point”
for backward and forward inference on execution paths, variable
values, etc. All such derived information is then combined together to prune infeasible ones and reveal a bigger, global picture
regarding what may have happened during the failed execution.
• Able to infer both control and data information: Since both
execution path and variable values provide programmers useful
clues to understand what have happened during the failed production run, we infer both control flow and data flow information. This is accomplished via the following three steps (Figure 4): First, the log file is automatically parsed by our log parser
to match each message to its corresponding logging statement(s)
in source code (referred to as ”Logging Points”). Variable values
printed out in logging messages are also parsed to refine our analysis. Then SherLog’s path inference engine infers the execution
path based on information from our log parser, along with the
constraints that an inferred path needs to satisfy. Finally, SherLog allows user to query the value of variables along an inferred
execution path, and returns the inferred value of a variable at its
definition and modification points.
• Scalability: Real world software often have thousands or millions lines of code. Therefore, our inference engine needs to be
scalable to handle such large software. To improve scalability,
we use function summaries and skip log-irrelevant code to limit
the inference space.

• Accuracy: Information reported by SherLog needs to be accu-

rate. Incorrect information can lead programmers to a wild goose
chase, and thus waste effort and delay diagnosis. SherLog’s pathsensitive analysis faithfully models the C program’s semantic
down to bit level, with a SAT solver to prune infeasible paths.
Caller-visible constraint information is propagated from callee
back to caller to ensure context-sensitivity.
• Precision: The reported information also needs to be precise as
too many possibilities do not help programmers narrow down
the root cause. For this reason, SherLog ranks the results based
on probabilities. Must-Paths are ranked higher than May-Paths.
Along each path, the necessary constraints, are ranked higher
than sufficient but not necessary constraints. In value inference
where multiple values of a variable might be possible, SherLog
ranks concrete values higher than symbolic ones.
• Capability of automatically generating log parsers: Realworld software have hundreds or thousands of code lines that
can print out log messages, many of which have distinctive log
formats, therefore it would be tedious and error-prone to manually specify how to parse each log message. By extending the
standard C format strings, SherLog can automatically generate
a parser matching majority of the Logging Points. And with
only a few annotations by developers, SherLog can be easily
customized to developers’ specific logging mechanisms.
We evaluate SherLog on 8 real world failures from GNU coreutils , tar, CVS, Apache and Squid, including 6 software bugs and
2 configuration errors. The result shows that all of the errors can
be accurately diagnosed by SherLog. The performance evaluation
shows that analysis for simple applications such as GNU coreutils could finish within 5 minutes. For server applications such
as Apache and Squid, we used logs from hours’ of execution with
thousands of messages, and the analysis still finishes within 40 minutes. The maximum memory usage for analyzing the 8 real world
failures is 1.3 GB.
For the real world example shown on Figure 1, the information
generated by SherLog is presented by Figure 2. For the first path,

A log:

SherLog Report for rmdir
Paths

msg1
msg2

Path 1:
rmdir.c:30

rmdir.c:45

main()

for(...)

rmdir.c:48
MSG 1

verbose

empty path
&& !fail

rmdir.c:1
remove parent(...)

rmdir.c:5

verbose

while(...) slash = NULL

rmdir.c:15
MSG 2

rmdir (dir)

rmdir.c:21
MSG 3

Path 2:
...
Value Inference
Query results of the value of path in remove parents():
path = "dir1/dir2/" on Line 3
path = "dir1/dir2" on Line 11
Figure 2: SherLog’s error report for the rmdir bug. The Must-Paths
are automatically generated to aid diagnosis. SherLog also infers the
necessary constraints, i.e., constraints that must have been satisfied to
execute a Must-Path.

{m1, r1, r2}, we have necessary constraints such as strrchr()
returns non-NULL value at line 6, rmdir() returns failure (nonzero) at line 17. The developer can query the value of path in
remove parents, and SherLog would report the value of path at
each definition point in remove parents. All these information can
help the developer getting much closer to the root cause.

2. SherLog Overview
As briefly explained in Introduction, SherLog takes two things as
input: (1) a log recorded during the failed execution, mostly from
production runs at customer sites2 ; and (2) source code of the target
program.
Note that SherLog’s objective is not to detect bugs. Instead, its
objective is to infer information to help programmers understand
what have happened during the failed execution. Such information
includes the likely execution paths (and their constraints) as well as
certain variable values along these paths. So at a high level, SherLog’s objective is similar to program slicer [2] and core-dump analyzer [45]. But they differ in both inputs and information inferred.
The Ideal Goal: Ideally, it would be great if SherLog could output
the exact, complete execution path and state as what actually happened during the failed execution. Unfortunately, it is impossible
to achieve this goal since SherLog does not have the input data, the
execution environment including file systems and databases, etc.
All it has is just logs generated by the program from the failed execution. Therefore, with limited available information, SherLog has
to lower its goal.
A Realistic Goal: If we look at only the source code, there are
many possibilities in terms of both execution paths and states during the failed execution. Fortunately, logs significantly help us narrow down the possibilities, even though it may not pin-point the
execution path and state that actually happened during the failed
execution. Therefore, a realistic goal is to find the following information (illustrated in Figure 3):
• Must-Have: partial execution paths that were definitely executed
(referred to as Must-Path), and variable values that were definitely held during the failed execution.
2 Even though we target for diagnosing production-run failures, SherLog
can help diagnosing errors occurred during in-house testing as well.

Must-Path & May-Path:

1 main() {
2
...
3
if (A)
4
log(msg1);
5
6
if (!A)
7
log(msg2);
8
9
if (var)
10
b1();
11
else
12
b2();
13 }
14
15 b1() {
16
c();
17 }
18
19 b2() {
20
c();
21 }
22
23 c() {
24
if (A)
25
log(msg2);
26 }

Pruned-Path:

1
A0

4

var0

1

3

A0
{A0}
A=0

9

10 {A0 &&
var0}

var=0
12

{A0}

6

7

{A0 &&
A=0}

{A0 &&
var=0}

16 {A0 &&
var0}

Unsatisfiable

20

A0

3

4

{A0 &&
var=0}

24

25

{A0}

Figure 3: Must-Path, May-Path, and Pruned-Path. The Must-Paths are
shown in solid lines, while May-Paths are presented in dashed lines.
Pruned-Path is analyzed by SherLog but determined infeasible by our
SAT solver. Logging Points are highlighted in bold circles and fonts.
Constraints along the path are shown in {} on the right of a circle.
• May-Have: partial execution paths that may have been executed

(referred to as May-Path) and their corresponding constraints for
them to happen, as well variable values that may have been held
during the failed execution.
• Must-Not-Have: execution paths that were definitely NOT executed (referred to as Pruned-Paths).
SherLog Architecture: To accomplish above objectives, SherLog
first needs to parse logs and using logs to identify starting points
in source code for information inference. Then using the initial
information provided by logs, it tries to statically “walk” through
the code to infer the above information. As illustrated in Figure 4,
SherLog has three main analysis steps: (1) Log Parsing: for each
log message3 , identifying which lines in the source code prints it
(referred to as Logging Points), and what program variable values
are revealed in this log message(referred to as Logging Variables);
(2) Path Inference: starting from the information provided by the
log parsing step to infer Must-Paths, May-Paths and Pruned-Paths.
(3) Value Inference: infer variables values on the paths produced by
the previous step.
In this section, we provide a brief summary of each component.
The details are explained in the following three sections.

Figure 4: The components of SherLog.

Log Parsing: In this step, the first operation is to identify the possible source code locations that can output each log message. This
is a string matching problem and can be solved via many methods,
but each with different efficiency. Instead of doing a brute-force
matching from log messages to source code, SherLog uses an innovative approach that starts from the source code itself to obtain
all possible log message formats in regular expressions to match
any run-time logs produced by this program. To support complex,
3 Each

line in the log is referred to as a log message.

customized logging facility, SherLog also provides extension hooks
to allow programmers to adapt specific logging utilities and format.
Path Inference: Path inference starts from log points and try to
reconstruct paths (sometimes partial paths) that can connect them
together. To find precise, accurate and relevant information, it starts
from information available from logs, and use a SAT solver to
find all feasible paths and their constraints. To help programmers
narrow down the possibilities, SherLog also separates Must-Paths
from Maybe-Paths. To scale to large software, it uses function
summaries and skip functions that are not relevant to log messages.
Value Inference: Theoretically it is impossible to provide sound and
complete solution for value inference in static analysis, without
environmental information such as inputs and libraries. However
the observation made by SherLog is that in most cases only the
values involved in constraints of the error execution path, as well as
those printed in the log messages are important in error diagnosis.
The former are important because they are the ones leading the
execution to the error site, while the latter are important since
programmers often only prints values that directly caused the error.
SherLog makes best efforts to approximate a sound solution only
to these variables to achieve overall balance between effectiveness
and efficiency. We do so by symbolically execute the program
faithfully following the path inferred in the path inference step,
taking all the constraints along this path as facts for variable values,
and propagating the value information across function calls.
We build all three components of SherLog on top of the Saturn [49] Static Analysis Framework, because Saturn offers both the
flexibility in expressing our analysis algorithm and precise static
analysis of C programs.

are generated dynamically from either user input or functions such
as strerrno().
3.2 Our Approach
To address the above challenge, our LogParser uses a general mechanism that starts from source code and its abstract syntax tree
(AST) to automatically generate regular expression based parsers
to parse log messages and extract variable values. In addition, it
also provides an easy way for programmers to support complex,
nested logging facility. Here, we first describe the basic LogParser,
and then discuss how to support complex logging mechanisms.

3.1 Challenges

Basic LogParser: Our basic LogParser requires programmers to
indicate only the logging functions and which parameter in this
function is the format string. For example, in the rmdir example,
error() is the logging function and its third parameter is the
format string.
For the rmdir example, the user provides 3 annotations, i.e.,
{error(), 3, 4}, meaning error() is the logging function, the
3rd parameter of error() is the format string (“removing directory,
%s), and parameters starting from the 4th parameter feed the wild
cards, e.g., %s, in the format string.
Then LogParser scans the entire source code and find out all
possible format strings from the source code that can produce log
messages. This is done through traversing the Abstract Syntax Tree
(AST) of the program to extract all the format string arguments
from all calls to the logging function. It is easy to walk up the AST
to get the actual values for the format string arguments to the logging function call. In the rmdir example, the parser first identifies
both "removing directory, %s" and "%s" as format strings from
error calls.
Now from all obtained format strings, LogParser builds a collection of regular expressions that can be used to match against log
messages. Each regular expression is associated with a code location, i.e. a Logging Point. For each log message, LogParser matches
it against the collection of regular expressions. The corresponding
code locations for any matching regular expressions are possible
Logging Points for this message. In the rmdir example described in
Introduction, LogParser finds out that msg1 matches two possible
Logging Points: code Line 48 (m1) and Line 15 (r1).
For a matching regular expression, SherLog also maps the value
back to the format string argument to obtain the associated variable
values. For example, if [msg 1] is generated by Log-Point m1, LogParser can obtain the value of variable dir at m1 as dir1/dir2/.
Similarly, if it is generated by r1, LogParser knows that the value
of variable path at r1 is dir1/dir2/.

If programmers simply use a printf to output each log message
entirely, identifying Logging Points is relatively straightforward.
LogParser can just use phrases from each log message to search
against the entire source code and then compare each returned
result against the entire log message to find the true match.
Unfortunately, most real-world software usually use a modularized logging facility, that is typically implemented as complicated
wrappers around standard C library printing calls to support customized logging format. In the example shown in Introduction, the
error call at line 53 and 21 will finally call strerrno() function,
to get the constant string “No such files or directory” corresponding to the value of errno. The third argument for error call at
line 48 and 15, ("removing directory,%s") is actually a wrapper
to a call to dcgettext() function for internationalization support.
The quote(dir) call at line 53 wraps the directory string with a
pair of single quotes.
Above complex logging facility makes the naive method described earlier ill fitted. For example, it is hard for this method to
find the match for msg 3 because all the sub-strings in this message

Supporting complex logging mechanisms: The basic LogParser
described above can work well for programs with relatively simple,
flat logging mechanisms. Unfortunately, some real world programs
use more complex, hierarchical logging facility with nested log formatting from some assisting functions. Such complication requires
us to extend our basic LogParser.
In the rmdir example, error() sometimes calls strerrno() to
get a string that corresponds to the value stored in errno. Now we
cannot simply use the format string "%s" in line 53 or 21 as a wildcard to match msg3. Doing so would infer incorrect value of dir
at line 53 or path at line 21 being "‘dir1/dir2’: No such file
or directory". To correctly parse msg3, We need to separate the
string constant “No such file or directory” from the rest of the
message.
To address this problem, LogParser provides a simple extension mechanism to allow programmers to annotate complex format string. Programmers can define a new format string ‘%s’:
%{serrno}, along with a rule shown in figure 5 to handle the newly
defined specifier %{serrno}. This new format string can be used to

3. Log Parsing
The objectives for our log parser (referred as LogParser) include
parsing log messages, connecting them to source code, and providing the initial set of information for inference in later steps, namely
Path Inference and Value Inference.
To achieve above objectives, LogParser performs two tasks.
First, it needs to identify Logging Points, i.e., possible code locations that produce each log messages. Second, LogParser extracts
variable values that are directly contained in log messages. Such
values are not only useful for programmers to understand the failure, but also can be used as additional constraints to guide our next
step of inference.

match [msg3], with %s mapped to dir1/dir2, and serrno mapped
to a Regex instance No such file or directory.
rule = [{"specifier": serrno; "regex": Regex;
"val_func": ErrMsgToErrno}]
Figure 5: User defined rule to handle error strings returned by
strerror().

Programmers can use the above APIs to construct a group of
Regex with the constant error messages returned by strerror or

any other third-party libraries whose source code is not available to
SherLog. One such error message is No such file or directory.
ErrMsgToErrno is an optional value mapping function to extract
variable values. In this case, ErrMsgToErrno reversely maps each
error message to its corresponding error number errno. Thus, we
know that if the Regex maps to No such file or directory, the
value of errno would be ENOENT. It can then be used as an additional
constraint in our path/value inference.
These user defined regular expressions are then added into our
collection to map against log messages. In rmdir case, SherLog
infers that the value of dir at line 53 or path at line 21 were
dir1/dir2, and the value of errno were ENOENT.

4. Path Inference
Given a log, we want to recreate paths that could have generated the
log or parts of the log, along with the constraints that the path needs
to satisfy. To make SherLog useful and practical for real world systems, SherLog has to meet several design goals: (1) Precise: be
as concrete as possible to narrow down the possibilities for programmers. (2)Accurate: information reported by SherLog should
be correct. (3) Scalable: can handle large software. (4)Relevant:
most information reported should be related to the occurred failure.
To achieve the above goals, SherLog’s Path Inference engine
uses a log-driven, summary-based approach. Being log-driven allows SherLog to focus on relevant information. Summary-based
approach enable SherLog to scale to large software such as server
applications. To be accurate, SherLog uses inter-procedural pathand context-sensitive analysis, and reports the constraints associated with each feasible path. To improve precision, SherLog separates Must-Path from May-Path so programmers can first focus
on those paths that have definitely happened. Additionally, when it
is impossible to narrow down the complete path between two log
points, SherLog tries to reconstruct the maximum partial paths.
We first give a high-level overview of the design and process,
and then describe our approach in more detail.
4.1 Overall Design and Process
SherLog is summary-based, that each function f ’s body is analyzed
separately, and at the call-site of f , only a summary of f is used.
The summary of each function f is the subsequences of logging
messages f might print out, along with the constraints that needs to
be satisfied for f to print out those messages. If there is a path P in
f that calls a and b, a prints [msg 1] under the constraint Ca and b
prints [msg 2] under the constraint Cb , then f might print [msg 1,
2] given that the constraint Ca ∧ Cb ∧ CP is satisfiable, where CP
is the constraint along P . Then the analysis is a recursive process,
that given a message sequence, initially the Log Parser provides the
Logging Points in the program that print each message, under the
constraints that the log variables must hold the values revealed in
the log. SherLog starts with the functions that directly call these
Logging Points, and recursively propagating the subsequences a
function connects from callee to caller, along with constraints.
The caller would concatenate all the sub-sequences the callees
connects into a longer sub-sequence. At the end, if we can infer
a complete execution path of the program that prints the entire
message sequence, then we should find main has summary that

prints the entire log. Otherwise, we only inferred partial paths.
The path SherLog reports is the call chains and the constraints
it satisfies. Figure 6 shows the analysis order of functions for the
rmdir case.
Loops are modeled as a function with a tail-recursive call to
itself in SherLog, that at the end of a loop body, a call instruction
is inserted with the target to the current loop’s head. Thus, loop
is treated with no difference than a function. We will use the
term function to also refer to loop in the rest of paper. This way,
repeating logging messages printed by loop iterations would be
precisely connected by analyzing function/loop repeatedly until it
can not connect more logging messages.

{m1, r1, r2}

{m1, m1, m2}

Figure 6: SherLog’s analysis for rmdir.

SherLog only analyzes functions that directly or indirectly calls
the Logging Points. In the rmdir case, only the functions shown in
Figure 6 are analyzed, while functions like rmdir() on line 17 in
Figure 1 is skipped. For functions SherLog analyzes, we use precise
path-sensitive analysis to faithfully follow the program’s semantic.
For functions that doesn’t print logging messages, SherLog simply
ignores their side-effects. This is a trade-off in our design decision to balance scalability with precision. This allows us analyzing
functions that must affect the execution that generates the logging
sequence precisely, while not wasting time on those functions that
may have effects. Skipping the side-effects of functions is generally unsound, that might introduce both false-positives and falsenegatives in the paths we inferred. However, we find this approach
works well in practice since partial side-effects of these skipped
functions could still be recovered from the constraints along a path.
For example, without analyzing rmdir() on line 17, SherLog still
infers that it returns non-zero value along the path {m1, r1, r2};
without analyzing the while loop at line 32, SherLog still infers
that verbose needs to be non-zero along the two paths. Later in
our value inference, we allow user to further query why the return
value of rmdir() is non-zero. Modeling all functions in the program would result in a full-symbolic execution approach which is
unlikely to scale well to large applications.
Once the analysis is finished, SherLog reports the paths that
connects the longest sub-sequence of logging messages involving
the error message. By default, SherLog assumes the last message is
the error message unless otherwise specified by user. There might
be multiple paths that connects the same sequence of Logging
Points. In this case, SherLog would “diff” all these paths and first
report the common records along these paths as Must-path before
output the rest.
Figure 6 shows how SherLog infers the two paths {m1, r1, r2}
and {m1, m1, m2} in rmdir example. For {m1, r1, r2}, log parser
could map message 1, 2 and 3 to error() at line 48, 15 and 21
respectively. SherLog first analyzes the while loop at line 5, as it
will directly call two Logging Points error()@15 and error()@21.
This would result in a path error()@15->error()@21, with the constraints Cw as “strrchr = NULL ∧ verbose = 0 ∧ rmdir()@17 =
0”. Thus a summary of this while loop will be generated and stored,
including the path, the messages it connects ([msg2] and [msg3]),

and a converted constraint Cr as “verbose = 0”. Because this summary is to be used by the caller of the while loop, so the constraint
must be converted to filter out caller invisible fields such as “strrchr = NULL ∧ rmdir()@17 = 0”. Then SherLog analyzes the
caller of this while loop, remove parents, directly using the summary of the while loop at line 5 to propagate message connection
information to the caller. This will generate a summary for function
remove parents similar as the one for the while loop. Next SherLog analyzes the for loop in main, which finds a path error()@48
->remove parents@55, along with the constraint Cp as “verbose =
0 ∧ rmdir()@50 = 0”. It then uses the previously computed summary of remove parents, and further connects message 1 with message 2 and 3 by solving the constriant Cp ∧ Cr along this path.
Figure 6 also shows the inference of path {m1, m1, m2} in the
rmdir example. This path involves the for loop at line 45 being
repeated twice. At the beginning, SherLog analyzes this loop the
first time by connecting message 2 and 3. The next time, it will first
connect message 1, then use the previously computed summary of
itself to further connect 1 with 2 and 3. SherLog would analyze the
for loop one more time and find out it can no longer produce any
new summaries. Thus SherLog would stop the analysis.

where li,j is a candidate Logging Point for message i. The problem of path inference is to find all paths P in the program (function/loop call chains) that connects sequences of Logging Points
Li,k = [li,ji , li+1,ji+1 , · · · , lk,jk ] where [i, k] ⊆ [1, n], under the
constraint that P is a feasible path in the program. Intuitively, we
are searching for all the possible continuous sub-sequences of the
logging messages that can be printed in the program.
SherLog’s summary-based analysis decouples the problem of
searching for Logging Point sequences in the entire program into
searching from function by function. The summary we are computing for each function will be:
sum(F, i, k, Pi,k , CF )
This tuple sum indicates that, in function F , there is a path (callchain) Pi,k , which will connects the sequence [i, k], under the
constraint CF . Path Inference engine is to find all possible sum
tuples for each function F . All the computed summary tuples are
stored in a Berkely DB database as key/value pairs F /sum.
More formally, if function F calls F  at program point P P ,
SherLog searches the summary database for the the key F  . For
each sum(F  , i, k, Pi,k , CF  ), SherLog generates a predicate

logp(P P, i, k, Pi,k
, CF  ), indicating at program point P P there is
sub-sequence matched by callee, with the following rule:


logp(P P, i, k, Pi,k
, CF
):−

P P is the call site to F  ,
sum(F  , i, k, Pi,k , CF  ),
Figure 7: SherLog connects maximum partial message sequence.

This design also makes SherLog practical to connect maximum
partial paths if the complete path is unavailable, e.g., because of
multi-thread executions or system restart. Figure 7 shows the case
where message 1,2 and 3 are generated by thread 1, while message
4, 5 and 6 by thread 2. The bottom-up design of SherLog still
connects message 1,2 and 3 with path 1 and 4,5,6 with path 2,
although SherLog couldn’t statically further connect path 1 and 2.
If message 6 is the actual error message, SherLog would report path
2 to user which is the longest path involving a message of interest.
4.2 Overview of Saturn Static Analysis System
We give a brief background of the Saturn Static Analysis framework that SherLog is built on before we move into the detail implementation. Saturn is a static analysis framework of C programs.
User writes analysis in a logic programming language to express
the program analysis algorithm. Saturn is summary-based, and
models loops as tail-recursive function calls. It is also constraintbased, that the analysis captures all the conditions as constraints
along a path that reaches the program point of interest. A SAT
solver can be used to report whether these constraints are satisfiable. Saturn models all C program’s construct such as integers,
structures, pointers, etc., faithfully [49] by statically name every
memory location accessed by each statement uniquely within current function being analyzed [4]. Thus, each bit accessed by the
function is represented by a distinct boolean variable. Saturn also
supports alias analysis, with an option to turn it on for the analysis. Currently SherLog doesn’t turn on alias analysis, and assumes
non-aliasing among pointers.
4.3 Detailed Design
We formalize the path inference problem as a constrained sequence
matching problem. Given a log file L, we use a sequence of integers
M = [1, 2, · · · n] to match the sequence of logging messages,
an integer i corresponds to the ith message in the log. Log parser
generates a set of Logging Points for each log message:
Possible Logging Point:s : i → {li,j }


Pi,k
= concatenate(F  @P P, "->", Pi,k ),

convert(CF  , CF
)

This rule propagates the sequence matching behavior of callee to
the caller’s context. For the path string Pi,k , we attach the current
function name F  and call-site to the path string within F  , thus
recursively construct a path string such as
"...remove parents@55->while@5->error@15...". The convert
predicate is to convert the constraint from callee’s context into
the caller’s context. We implement strongest observable necessary
condition [18] for constraint convertion, which filters all the callerunobservable conditions involving local variables and keeping only
the caller-observable conditions such as return values, function
arguments and globals. It guarantees the converted constraint is a
necessary condition of the orginal one to be conservative.
With the logp defined, we can now summarize the sequence
matching behavior of F as:
sum(F,i1 , km , Pi1,km , CF ) : −
P P1 , P P2 , . . . , P Pm is a path in F with constraint Cp ,

logp(P P1 , i1 , k1 , Pi1,k1 , CF
1 ), · · · · · ·


logp(P Pm , im , km , Pim,km , CF
m ),

k1 + 1 = i2 , k2 + 1 = i3 , . . . , km−1 + 1 = im ,
Pi1,km = concatenate(Pi1,k1 . . . Pim,km ),


CF = Cp ∧ CF
1 . . . ∧ CF m , SAT(CF )

Here P P1 to P Pm are call sites within F whose targets have
summary entries. We are ignoring the side effects of functions
that doesn’t have summary entries, i.e., not printing logs. This
rule connects all the sub-sequences matched by F1 , F2 to Fm
together to form a longer sub-sequence. Note that we propagate
the constraints from the callee to ensure inter-procedural path- and
context- sensitivity. The sum entry is only added to the summary
database if the constraint is satisfiable, i.e., path is feasible. Note
that if the sequence generated by Fi and Fi+1 are discontinued,
then we simply ignore this path.
At the beginning we initialize the logp for each Logging Point
lij as:
logp(lij , i, i, “”, log varialbes=log values)

The path of the initial Logging Points is empty string. Then it’s a
iterative process that SherLog gradually adds more summaries into
the summary database. The analysis stops when the sub-sequences
each function matches stabilizes. Although the sub-sequences each
function generates is always guaranteed to converge, since we are
not backtracking along the sequence, the constraints might not. For
example, a loog can be analyzed infinite numbers of times but only
printing the logging message in the first iteration. SherLog handles
this by setting a threshold T that a function/loop can be maximumly
analyzed T times.
External Code Modeling: In order to correctly model the program
behavior, SherLog needs to understand the side effects of some external routines, such as abort and exit, whose source code are not
available. The summary-based design eases this process that we
can write a summary of the routine and stores into the summary
database. Currently, we manually modeled roughly 20 routines including library calls as well as system calls. These routines include
strrchr, stat, exit, abort, setjmp, longjmp, etc.
An interesting case is the handling of setjmp/longjmp which
are commonly used in C program to model exception handling. At
each call site to longjmp(jmp env), SherLog first treats that node
in the Control Flow Graph as termination node. Then it creates
two summary entries for the setjmp(jmp env) call. One has the
summary same as the caller of longjmp as it reaches the callsite, with the constraint that the return value of setjmp being the
none-zero. The other summary entry simply indicate setjmp would
do nothing with a zero return value. This way the control flow
from the call-site of longjmp will be redirected to the call-site of
setjmp, through the propagation of the context information stored
in summary entry.
4.4 Reporting Inferred Paths
There might be multiple paths inferred by the static analysis engine that connects the same Logging Point sequence. In the example shown in Figure 3, we find two paths main->log@4->b1@10
->c@16->log@25 and main->log@4->b2@12->c@20->log@25,
all connecting the same Logging Point sequence: log@4,log@25.
In real world applications the scarcity of Logging Points might result in tens of thousands paths connecting two Logging points. To
be useful, SherLog needs to effectively summarize these paths before output them to the user.
We define all the paths that connect the same sequence of Logging Points L as the May-Paths for L. The common call-records
among all these May-Paths are defined as Must-Path for L. So
for each L, we can only have one Must-Path. In the example
shown in Figure 3, there is one feasible Logging Points sequence
log@4,log@25, with two May-Paths of length 5, and one MustPath main->log@4..->log@25 of length 3. In real-world error execution finding Must-Path from May-Paths can effectively localize
the root cause, that most of the errors can be diagnosed by looking
only at Must-Path. We also rank the call-records in all the MayPaths by their frequencies.
The final output of SherLog’s path inference would be the
Must-Paths that connects the longest sequence of logging messages involving the error message, along with a randomly selected
May-Path for each Must-Path. By default, SherLog assumes the
last message is the error message. The user could query paths involving other messages or other May-Paths. For the rmdir example, there are two Logging Points sequences, {m1, r1, r2}
and {m1, m1, m2}, so we report two Must-Paths. Since each
Must-Path has only one May-Path, so in the end SherLog reports
two Must-Paths same as May-Paths: main->for@45->error@48
->remove parents@55->while@5->error@15 and main->for@45
->error@48->for@45->error@48->error@53. The constraints
with each function/loop record along each path can be inspected.

5. Value Inference
Once the path inference engine infers an execution path P , SherLog can further infer the value-flow of a variable v along P by
re-executing P symbolically. Value Inference is built on top of Saturn’s memory model. Each memory location accessed by the function, e.g., local variables, globals, formal arguments, etc., is statically and symbolically named. Along each path, Saturn models
the assignment relationship among memory locations as guarded
points-to graph, that location A points to location B under a certain condition C. Note that the points-to relationship here refers
only to the relationship between the Saturn’s statically named locations, not to be confused with C program’s pointer information.
A predicate value(P P, l, val, C) is used to model this behavior,
indicating at program point P P , location l points-to the val under
constraint C. Consider the following example:
1: a = argc;
2: if (c == 1)
3:
a = 1;
4:

In this program, a, argc, c and integer 1 all have static names for
their location. By executing the assignment and branch instruction
following C’s semantic [4], Saturn would infer that at line 4, location a points-to the location of integer constant 1 if c == 1 is
true, that value(line 4, a, 1, c == 1). Otherwise, a points to argc,
that value(line 4, a, argc, c = 1). We refer any constant value of
a variable as concrete value.
Given a path P = {F1 , F2 , ..., Fn }, where each Fi is either a
function or loop, the value inference symbolically executes each Fi
following their orders in P . Within each function Fi body, it infers
the guarded points-to information for all the variables accessed by
Fi . At the call-site in Fi to Fi+1 , SherLog propogates the context
information from caller to callee. For all the value(P P, l, val, C),
where val is concrete and l is observable by Fi+1 , this information is propagated to Fi+1 given C is satisfiable. Next when analyzing Fi+1 , SherLog initializes this points-to information, converting caller’s location to callee’s location and similar constraint
conversion as in Path Inference. Thus, we are propagating the constant value information along P . Note that the constraint C we are
solving in Fi includes the constraints inferred in path inference, to
guarantee that the value we infers is only along the queried path.
If variable var’s value within function Fi is queried along the
path P , the analysis stops in Fi . SherLog would output all the
inferred guarded points-to information of var in Fi , at each point
where a is modified. SherLog also outputs any the constraints
involving var if var can be found in the constraint of Fi .
In the rmdir example, the user might query the value of variable
path in remove parents, along the path "main->for@45->error@48
Sher->remove parents@55->while@5->error@15->error@21".
Log starts with main, then the body of the for loop at line 45.
At line 48, SherLog infers logging variable dir points-to a concrete value “dir1/dir2/”. At line 55, this information is propagated
to remove parents as context information. Within remove parents,
value of variable path is initialzed as “dir1/dir2/”. At line 6, SherLog would infer slash points to the last ‘/’ in “dir1/dir2/” after
calling strrchr. Then at line 11, the assignment would change the
path from “dir1/dir2/” to “dir1/dir2”, removing the last slash. The
output of SherLog for this query is shown in Figure 2.
Like Path Inference, SherLog’s Value Inference also skips the
analysis on functions that doesn’t print logs, which might cause
Value Inference return incorrect result. It also does not model
complicated C’s features such as pointer arithmetic. Instead, we
do best effort in ensuring the correctness of values involved in
constraints of the path and those printed in the log messages,
guaranteeing that our inference result would always conform with
the constraint of the path. User can also force SherLog to analyze

functions that are skipped in Path Inference. For example, in the
rmdir case user can query the return value of rmdir() at line 17.
SherLog still answer this query by propagating constants along
the path, and into the function body of rmdir() after the call at
line 17 within the while loop. Our evaluations on real world errors
confirmed the effectiveness of our value inference.

# Paths
Must May
2
2
1
1
1
10
1
2
1
120
1
1
1
57
5
24

Path Len
Must May Msg
4.5 4.5 3
5
5
2
7
13
4
2
4
2
5
12
1
8
8
10
9
15
108
3
7
1

Effective
Useful √
Comp.
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Table 2: Detailed result for SherLog. Regex is the number of regular
expressions (format strings) generated by the Log Parser. Log Pts. is
the number of logging points in the program that matches these regular
expressions. # Paths is the number of each type of paths. Path Len
is the length of the paths. We only count number of function calls,
ignoring loops. For multiple-must paths, we report the average length.
The length of May-Path is the length of a randomly chosen May-Path
along the Must-Path. Msg is the length of the May path in terms of
number of logging messages it connects, including the error message.
Comp. stands for completeness.
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SherLog Report for ln
Synptoms
A user uses ln to create a hard link for a file, but somehow ln tries to
create a hard link for the current directory "." and fails.
Log Traces
create hard link ‘./dir1/target’ to ‘target’ [MSG 1]
ln:‘.’: hard link not allowed for directory [MSG 2]
Paths

tar
ge

We evaluate SherLog on 8 real world failures from 7 applications
(including 3 servers), which are summarized in Table 1. This suite
covers a wide spectrum of representative real-world failures and
applications. Six (6) of the failures are caused by software semantic
bugs and 2 by configuration errors, which no prior static analysis
work could diagnose.
For evaluation purpose, we manually reproduced and diagnosed
each failure, collected the run-time log, and summarized the information essential for diagnosing each error. Results generated by
SherLog are compared against our summary. If SherLog could infer a subset of the summarized information we consider it useful. If
all the information essential for diagnosing the failure are inferred
correctly by SherLog, we consider SherLog complete.
Our experiments are conducted on a Linux machine with 8 Intel
Xeon 2.33GHz CPUs, and 16GB of memory. SherLog is a single
threaded program. We set a 30 seconds time-out threshold, so that
each function/loop will not be analyzed more than 30 seconds.
Log Parser
Regex log Pts
4
10
17
23
17
25
695 1,173
695 1,173
997 1,259
1,134 1,209
171 228

7.2 SherLog Diagnosis Case Studies
We use 3 errors as case studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of
SherLog in help diagnosing bugs and mis-configurations.

6. Evaluation Methodology

Name
rmdir
ln
rm
CVS1
CVS2
Apache
Squid
TAR

shows the number of logging messages SherLog connects. SherLog
cannot connect Logging Points across threads (Apache and Squid),
processes communicated by message passing (CVS 1 and CVS 2),
or functions called by function pointer (TAR).

ln.c:12

ln.c:12

do link(...)

do link(...)

...
MSG 1

...
MSG 2

Value Inference
Query results of the value of file[1] in main():
file[1] set to "." on Line 6, if n files == 1
Figure 8: SherLog report for ln in coreutils 4.5.1
1 int main (int argc, char **argv) { ...
2
if (n_files == 1) {
3
static char *dummy[2];
4
dummy[0] = file[0];
5
dummy[1] = ".";
6
file = dummy;
7
n_files = 2;
8
dest_is_dir = 1;
9
} ...
10
if (target_directory_specified || n_files>2) {
...
11
for (i = 0; i <= last_file_idx; ++i)
12
errors += do_link(file[i], target_directory);
13
}
14 }
Figure 9: ln.c in GNU Coreutils-4.5.1. The log messages are printed in
function do link(), whose code is not shown due to space limit.

7. Experimental Results
7.1 Overall Results
Table 2 shows the diagnostic results by the SherLog on the 8 errors.
In all 8 cases, SherLog correctly and completely inferred all the
diagnostic information.
Table 2 also shows the results of SherLog components. The Log
Parser results confirm that large applications often print hundreds
of or thousands of different kinds of messages, and it is common
for multiple Logging Point to have the same format string (numbers in column Log Pts are bigger that those in column Regex),
which makes it hard for developers to manually reason about the
exponential number of Logging Point combination possibilities for
a given log. In most cases, SherLog reports one Must-Path containing 2-9 function calls, which is much more precise information than
the 18K-317K LOC and the exponential number of Logging Point
combinations. This result demonstrates that SherLog is effective in
zooming into the paths that are relevant to the failure. Table 2 also

A user uses ln of coreutils 4.5.1. to create a hard link for a
file, but somehow ln tries to create a hard link for the current
directory (“.”) and fails. The log is shown in Figure 8, while the
highly simplified code is shown in Figure 9.
SherLog automatically infers control flow and data flow information (the bottom of Figure 8) that is useful for the developer to
understand the root cause of this error. SherLog infers one MustPath from the log messages. It shows that do link() in Line 12
was executed twice, and it failed in the second time and printed out
log message [MSG 2]. It also shows that the constraints target
directory specified || n files > 2 must be satisfied for this
error to happen. Then the developer would naturally want to know
why the second file name, variable file[1], was set to the current directory. So he or she can query SherLog for this information.
From the source code and the log messages, SherLog infers that
file[1] is set to the current directory on Line 5 if n files (the
number of files to be linked) is 1. Combined with the path constraints target directory specified || n files > 2, she or he

Name
rmdir
ln
rm
CVS1
CVS2
Apache
Squid
TAR

Program
rmdir-4.5.1
ln-4.5.1
rm-4.5.1
CVS-1.11.23
CVS-1.11.23
apache-2.2.2
Squid-2.3
tar-1.19

App Description
GNU coreutils
GNU coreutils
GNU coreutils
version control server
version control server
web server
web proxy cache server
archive tool

Type
Bug
Bug
Bug
Config
Config
Bug
Bug
Bug

LOC
18K
20K
23K
148K
148K
317K
69K
79K

#MSG
3
2
4
3
2
1,309
197
2

Root Cause Description
missing to handle trailing slashes with -p option.
missing the condition check for -target-directory option.
missing a condition check causing option -i behaves like -ir
incorrectly setting the permission for locking directory.
using wrong configuration file from a newer version.
incorrectly handles EOF in response stream when set up as proxy server.
Treating certain icon files wrongly by not caching them
Tar fails to update a non-existing tarball, instead of first creating it.

Table 1: Applications and real errors evaluated in our experiments. Type indicates the error type, either software bug or configuration error. LOC is
the number of lines of code. #MSG is the number of logging messages in the error’s log.
SherLog Report for Squid
Symptoms
End users can not see certain FTP icons if they connect the FTP server
via Squid 2.3.STABLE4 [39].
Log Traces
Starting Squid Cache version 2.3.STABLE4
for i686-pc-linux-gnu...
...
storeCheckCachable: NO: too small
Paths
store.c:1
storeCheckCacheable()

storeCheckTooSmall(e) = 0

store.c:3
MSG 1

Value Inference
#return@storeCheckTooSmall =

0 if !EBIT TEST(e->flags, ENTRY SPECIAL) || ...
1 if EBIT TEST(e->flags, ENTRY SPECIAL) || ...
Figure 10: SherLog diagnosis report for Squid 2.3.STABLE4.

can infer that target directory specified is set, because n files
> 2 is not true. At this point, the developer would know the root
cause. Line 5 (and the if statement from Line 2 to 9) should only
be executed if no link name is specified for ln, so ln would create
a hard link in the current directory (by setting file[1] to be “.”).
If target directory specified is set, then Line 5 should not be
executed, meaning the code forgets to check if target directory
specified was set at Line 2. Replacing Line 2 with if (n files
== 1 && !target directory specified) would fix the problem.
Case 2: Squid
1 int storeCheckCachable(StoreEntry * e) { ...
2
else if (storeCheckTooSmall(e)) {
3
debug(20, 2) ("storeCheckCachable: NO: too
small\n");
4
} ...
5 }
6 static int storeCheckTooSmall(StoreEntry * e) {
7
if (EBIT_TEST(e->flags, ENTRY_SPECIAL))
8
return 1;
9
...
10 }
Figure 11: store.c in Squid 2.3.STABLE4.

User experiences some missing icons on some web-pages. The
log messages of Squid proxy server seem to imply that Squid thinks
the missing file is too small to be cached. SherLog reports 57 MayPaths that could connect this particular message, however, only
1 Must-Path is reported(Figure 10). The highly simplified source
code is shown in Figure 11.
SherLog infers the condition for the error message printing is
storeCheckTooSmall() returns a non-zero value. SherLog’s value
inference engine for the return value of storeCheckTooSmall()
shows that storeCheckTooSmall() returns 1 when the file’s flag
is of ENTRY SPECIAL. By this step, the developers would realize
there is a typo in storeCheckTooSmall(): it should return 0 instead

of 1 for these files.Note that as discussed earlier, the function
body of storeCheckTooSmall() was initially skipped at the path
inference stage for better scalability because it does not print any
log messages. But if a user query values related to such skipped
code, SherLog is able to analyze them just as in this case study.
Case 3:CVS Configuration Error

SherLog Report for CVS
Symptoms
Some users in a corporate network cannot perform any CVS operations.
Log Traces
cvs [status aborted]: unrecognized auth response from
whoami.utopia.net:
cvs pserver: /repository/CVSROOT/config: unrecognized
keyword ‘UseNewInfoFmtStrings’
Paths
parseinfo.c:1

parseinfo.c:3

parse config()

while(...)

(!strcmp(line,
“RCSBIN”) &&
!strcmp(line,
“SystemAuth”) ...)

parseinfo.c:18
MSG 1

Value Inference
Not Needed.
Figure 12: SherLog report for CVS in coreutils 4.5.1

Some users in a corporate network cannot perform any operations with CVS. The error can be difficult to diagnose because this
failure affects only a portion of the users, all of which access the
same repository. The result of inferred executions along with its
constraints are shown in Figure 12.
SherLog helps to locate relevant source code function parse
config(), which matches keywords by calling strncmp() one
by one, and signaling failures when the keyword does not match
any of them. Therefore, the constraints in Figure 12 captures all
supported keywords by this particular CVS version. They imply
that the keyword UseNewInfoFmtStrings is not supported since
it is not in the constraints. It turns out the keyword is a new feature
added in CVS 1.12. Therefore users of earlier versions should not
use this option. Upgrading the CVS package solves the problem.
7.3 Performance of SherLog
Table 3 shows the performance of SherLog on each case. All
diagnostic components of SherLog finishes within 40 minutes.
Among the three components, Path Inference takes the longest
time, because it needs to scan through the entire program, and
analyzing log-related functions multiple times. Once the paths are
inferred, value inference only analyzes the functions/loops along
the inferred path, which greatly reduces the analysis time. Log
Parser’s timing overhead is negligible.
The maximum memory consumption is mainly determined by
the size of the function/loop SherLog is analyzing. For example, in
CVS, function regex compile spans more than 1,100 lines of code,
resulting in more than 1GB memory usage.

Name
rmdir
ln
rm
CVS1
CVS2
Apache
Squid
TAR

Parser
Time
0.02s
0.02s
0.01s
0.32s
0.19s
0.67s
0.81s
0.08s

Time
2.25m
2.32m
2.00m
39.56m
38.96m
28.38m
38.02m
6.55m

Path
Mem.
174 MB
194 MB
511 MB
1,317 MB
1,322 MB
321 MB
1,520 MB
210 MB

Value
Time
Mem.
15.54s
116 MB
37.75s
165 MB
38.87s
123 MB
188.53s
323 MB
39.19s
232 MB
19.23s
217 MB
22.01s
252 MB
29.14s
155 MB

Table 3: Performance of SherLog. s stands for seconds, m stands for
minutes. Mem. measures the maximum memory usage at any given
time during the execution. Value inference’s performance is measured
by querying multiple relevant variable values in one pass along the
inferred path.

8. Discussion and Limitations
How broadly applicable SherLog is? SherLog assumes that the
logging messages are relevant to an error’s symptom and root
cause. Although this assumption conforms with the motivation
of logging, we found that this is not always true based on our
experience. In some cases, the error symptoms are not captured
by any logging message, while in some other cases, the logging
messages are too general to offer path information. However, with
the increasing complexity of software, developers are likely to
design more informative and discriminative log messages to help
them diagnose problems encountered by their customers in order
to retain their customers. Thus, approaches such as SherLog would
be able to help in more cases.
Lessons for better logging messages design: Although designing
good logging messages for failure diagnosis largely depends on
developers’ domain knowledge and is application specific, we do
observe some general guidelines can be followed. 1). Recording
thread ID in concurrent programs. 2). Recording the exact location
in the source code where the error message is printed out, for
example, using FILE and LINE macros in GNU C language.
3). Recording relevant variable’s value in the error messages. How
to further design better logging messages requires sophisticated
analysis of the program, which remains as our future work.
Handling logs from concurrent execution: SherLog focuses on
connecting continuous log message sequences.Some mature software such as Apache HTTPD or Log4j [32] usually record thread
IDs in logging messages. So it is easy to separate the log messages
out for each thread. We can then apply SherLog to each thread’s
logs to find path and variable information in this thread. To infer
information across threads is interesting and challenging, which remains as our future work.
Locating relevant log messages: SherLog assumes our users have
certain understanding of the log to be able to identify the error symptom messages out of millions lines of various messages.
The common practice in large programs is to divide logging messages into different severity levels, from informational to fatal error messages. In this case, users only need to focus on messages
above certain level. In addition, current log analysis work [27] have
demonstrated the effectiveness of locating a small number of suspicious log messages from millions lines of log messages. These
approaches could be used together with SherLog.

data-flow information, and thus cannot recreate the execution paths
(or partial execution paths) and run-time variable values as SherLog
does to help developers diagnose errors. Through studying commercial storage system logs, Jiang et. al. [27] pointed out that logs
can be of great value in error diagnosis. They also proposed using
statistical techniques to identify key events recorded in the log that
can help pinpoint the root causes. Xu et. al. [47] applied machine
learning techniques to learn common patterns from a large amount
of console logs, and detect abnormal log patterns that violate the
common patterns. To help parse logs more accurately, they analyzed the Abstract Syntax Tree of the program to extract the format
strings used to print out the logs. However, their error detection
and diagnosis are based on learning patterns solely from log messages, and thus cannot provide the capability of generating run-time
control-flow and data-flow information. Magpie [8] addressed the
problem of grouping log messages generated by the same request
in a distributed environment. Once the log messages are grouped in
per-request basis, they could compute the resource consumptions
for each request, then use clustering techniques to learn the common patterns for each request, and identify anomalous requests.
Trace analysis: Trace analysis [6, 9, 11, 12, 31] analyzes execution
traces generated at run-time by instrumented programs to detect or
diagnose errors. While SherLog leverages logs produced by vendor’s software as is, trace analysis requires to modify the software
statically or dynamically to add instrumentations, which may not
always be feasible, especially for production software. For example, Liblit et. al. [31] introduced “cooperative bug isolation”, which
collects run-time traces from instrumented programs by sampling
from many users to offload the monitoring overhead. With some
classification techniques, they can pinpoint the predicates recorded
in the traces that are most correlated with the bugs. HOLMES [12]
further investigated how path profiling based program sampling
can help bug isolation. They also developed an iterative and bugdirected profiling technique to effectively isolate bugs with low
overheads.
Error diagnosis without error reproduction: Some error diagnostic work uses static analysis thus do not need to reproduce the
failures [26, 33, 40, 41]. PSE [33] performs off-line diagnosis of
program crashes caused by one particular type of errors, i.e., NULL
pointer dereferences. Different from PSE, SherLog is general to diagnose all types of errors as long as some error related information
is contained in the log. In addition, PSE requires the availability of
core-dumps, which are generally not available for non-crash errors.
Static slicing [26, 40, 41] produces a smaller slice of a program according to a slicing criterion, which can be used for error diagnosis.
SherLog can be viewed as a static slicer that uses logs as the slicing
criterion to balance between scalability and precision.
Error diagnosis requiring error reproduction: Traditional error
diagnosis and fault localization often relies on reproducing the error
on the vendors’ site [1, 2, 7, 16, 25, 42, 44, 50]. As discussed in
section 1.1, this assumption may not hold for real-world software
errors. Agrawal et. al. adapt execution slices and data flow tests to
localize the root causes of bugs [2]. Ball et. al. propose an algorithm
to localize the root causes from model checking error traces [7].
Static analysis and software bug detection: Many analysis tools
are used or can be used to statically detect software bugs [5, 10,
13, 20, 48, 49]. SherLog is different from these studies because it
leverages run-time logs and its goal is error diagnosis as opposed
to error detection.

9. Related Work
Log analysis: Existing log analysis work focused on using statistical techniques to detect anomaly indicated by logs, or detect recurring failures that match known issues [3, 8, 14, 21, 27, 47]. These
studies did not leverage source code for extracting control-flow and

10. Conclusion
We designed and implemented a practical and effective diagnosis
technique, SherLog, which can analyze logs from a failed production run and source code to automatically generate useful control-

flow and data-flow information to help engineers diagnose the error
without reproducing the error or making any assumption on log semantics. We evaluate SherLog on 8 real world software failures,
i.e., 6 bugs and 2 configuration errors, from 7 open source applications including 3 servers. For all of the 8 failures, SherLog infers useful and precise information for developers to diagnose the
problems. In addition, our results demonstrates that SherLog can
analyze large server applications such as Apache with thousands of
logging messages within 40 minutes.
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